UD SOCIAL SCIENCE ELECTIVES:

ANTHROPOLOGY
ANTH 3111 Human Paleontology
ANTH 3500 Anthropology of Global Health
ANTH 4111 Human Adaptations (ANTH 1100 prereq)
ANTH 4220 Cultural Perspectives/Environment
ANTH 4510 Health/Culture/Environmental Justice
ANTH 4511 Medical Anthropology
ANTH 4521 Culture, Society, and Mental Health
ANTH 4531 Alcohol/Drugs/Culture
ANTH 4541 Nutritional Anthropology
ANTH 4551 Culture/Sex/Childbirth
ANTH 4571 Race and Health Disparities

ECONOMICS
ECON 4230 Urbanization/Environment
ECON 4740 Health Care Economics

EARTH SCIENCE
ESCI 4201 Urbanization/Environment
ESCI 4251 Environmental Hazards
ESCI 4252 Global Environmental Change

POLITICAL SCIENCE
POLS 4200 Environmental Law/Policy/Regulation
POLS 4512 Global Environmental Politics

PSYCHOLOGY (PSYC 1030 prereq for all)
PSYC 3306 Physiological Psychology
PSYC 3307 Animal Behavior
PSYC 3507 Alcohol/Drugs/Behavior
PSYC 3512 Health Psychology
PSYC 3520 Legal/Forensic Psychology
PSYC 4305 Mind/Brain/Intelligence

PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC 3010 Research and Statistics I (4)
PSYC 3020 Research and Statistics II (4)

SOCIOLOGY
SOCI 3401 Social Inequality
SOCI 3432 Sociology of Gender
SOCI 4420 Racial Inequality
SOCI 4541 Sociology of Aging
SOCI 4851 Medical Sociology

SKILLS ELECTIVES:

CLASSICS
CLAS 3021 Medical Terminology (3)

COMPUTER SCIENCE
COMP 1900 Intro Comp Science (4)
COMP 4001 Computer Programming (3)

ENGLISH
ENGL 3601 Technical and Profess Writing (3)

EARTH SCIENCES
ESCI 4511 Remote Sensing/Environment (3)
ESCI 4515 Geographic Info Science (3)

HEALTH PROMOTION
HPRO 4530 Principle/Appl/Epidemiology (3)

MATHEMATICS
MATH 4611 Intro Applied Statistics (3)

PSYCHOLOGY
PSYC 3010 Research and Statistics I (4)
PSYC 3020 Research and Statistics II (4)